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VeTIS Product Key is the Language
Independent Translation Interface Software

(LITSIM) for Business Vocabulary Translation.
It is based on the Business Vocabulary

Expressions (BVE) and Business Vocabulary
Definitions (BVD) language and consists of

five modules, which includes the following: the
Language Independent Translation Interface
Software (LITSIM) which itself consists of the
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following: the Language Independent
Translation Framework (LITF) is the core of
VeTIS. The user defines vocabulary in BVD

using a dictionary editor. The dictionary editor
supports multiple choices for the location of
the dictionary data which is configurable by
the user. Once a BVD dictionary has been

created, a BVD dictionary editor can be used
to edit BVD dictionary entries to fit the

purposes for which they are to be used. The
dictionary editor supports multi language

translation and a BVD dictionary can be tied to
an ontology. Advanced Natural Language

Analysis (ANLA) allows for constructing basic
natural language grammars to handle several

grammatical cases in a single translation.
Natural Language Management (NLM) allows

for managing a dictionary, including
completion, correction, replacement of
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entries, the definition of groups of entries, and
automatic importing and exporting of the

dictionary into and from another dictionary.
The dictionary can also be uploaded to a
server that is accessible to the dictionary

editor. NLP Language Processing (NLP) lets the
translator express concepts in basic natural
language and let a computer process this
input to create the BVE expression that

matches the input. The GNDMGS tool for Data
Mapping can be used to map data stored in

databases to other databases based on
selected criteria. Mapping is performed for

multiple databases stored in a structure
similar to an ontology. The SEMANTIQ tool

allows to translate a natural language
document containing business terminology to

a Unified Modeling Language (UML)
description of a data model that is more
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manageable than the natural language text
itself. Sample Projects: VeTIS has also been

used in a few sample projects: The Enron case
study describes the use of VeTIS in the

process of defining the business terms and
the framework for processing Business

Vocabulary Expressions (BVEs) using five
components: the Language Independent

Translation Framework (LITF), the Language
Independent Translation Software (LITSIM),

the Global Natural Language Processing
System (GNLPS), the IBM Rowsett Templates
Client for Translation Services (IBM TTS), and

the
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VeTIS is a tool whose goal is to help users to
define business vocabulary and business rules
using Natural Language Processing, Text
Mining, Knowledge Engineering and Machine
Learning. VeTIS is designed to be used by
both knowledge workers and by software
engineers to define business vocabulary and
business rules using limited natural language.
With VeTIS, the vocabulary is defined by the
user using term attributes and sentences.
These definitions are transformed by the
engine from natural language to SBVR XMI
and are used to populate a Vocabulary
Management System. Vocabulary definitions
which are accessible from the management
system are reused to generate code. The
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generated code is mainly focused on the
syntax of the language (supported languages)
to reduce friction for the user and to use the
generated code. Category:Knowledge
representation Category:Knowledge
engineering Category:Business terms
Category:Computer-assisted language
learning Category:Computational linguistics
Category:Natural language processingdMux. A
greater understanding of the simultaneous
manner in which gene expression, cholesterol
metabolism and TGF-β signaling are
integrated is required. A fully integrated
model would require consideration of
simultaneous activation of multiple pathways.
In the absence of such a fully integrated
model, the partial simultaneous effect of a
TGF-β inhibitor and statins may explain the
lack of significant change in atherosclerosis in
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this model. The cholesteryl ester transfer
protein knock-out mouse
[@pone.0070587-Delahaye1] also showed
little change in atherosclerosis despite
inhibition of cholesterol esterification. The role
of cTnT in the mouse is not well defined as
TnT may not be essential in the heart.
However, the human 2/3 cTnT knock out mice
with reduced cTnT had increased cholesterol
in the aorta, and this was associated with
fewer elastic fibres
[@pone.0070587-Ogawa1]. The fact that
atherosclerosis is not affected in the pcTnT
knock out mice, supports a role for TnT in
atherogenesis. Interestingly, although the
pcTnT knock out mouse shows no change in
atherosclerosis, the aortic wall of these mice
is thicker than that of mice with normal cTnT,
suggesting that cTnT might inhibit
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atherogenesis. The mechanism for this is
unknown but our data shows that both a TGF

What's New in the?

VeTIS is a flexible tool that can create and
maintain Business Vocabulary to support
business rule translation. TheBusiness
Vocabulary is defined in an XML DTD
(Document Type Definition) format by filling
the predefined Business Vocabulary based on
an existing Business Vocabulary or by filling
the new Business Vocabulary by adding new
defined Vocabulary items. With VeTIS, it is
possible to define Business Vocabulary that
includes concepts, inferences, properties, etc.,
and to transform the Business Vocabulary
from natural language to SBVR XMI format
using Business Rules. Key features include: o
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Ability to create Business Vocabulary based
on an existing Business Vocabulary o Ability to
create new Business Vocabulary based on a
story board o Ability to define business rules
in terms of Vocabulary Items, Inferences, etc.,
and to convert Business Rules from natural
language to SBVR XMI format o Support for
both Java and.NET o Java code development
with support for deployment to J2EE/JSP
environment o Support for business rules
engine including NABR (Norma Ahlbäck
Business Rules), JBI (Just In Time Business
Intelligence Engine), etc. o Supports SBVR XMI
2.0 o Ability to export SBVR XMI XML file to
RML and implementon RML Verdict Seems like
a standard tool with a lot of possibilities but
that also has some rough edges and that
needs extensive testing before going
production. Rating: 3 / 5 IBM Systematics
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Rational Offer (TSS) 7.0 Rational offer is a
suite of tools for software development that
include Rational Team Concert - RTC for
managing source code, a team configuration
tool and an intelligent tool that provides
information about the software development
process. IBM Systematics Rational offer
Description: Rational Offer is a suite of tools
that offers a complete view of software
projects. It can be used to manage projects,
help take decisions, and provide visibility and
control of the entire project, and let you gain a
holistic view of the project. Rational offer is an
intelligent tool that analyses the software
development process. It provides you with a
detailed view of the software development
process that can be accessed from within the
tool. Key Features: o Can be used to analyse
the source code using the Java, J2EE, and
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CORBA support in Rational Team Concert o
Full support for the Rational Team Concert -
RTC for managing source code tool to provide
a complete view of
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP (SP2), Windows
Vista (SP1) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3.2GHz
or better Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: 128MB
DirectX9 DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive:
1.8GB available space Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E6600 Memory:
4GB RAM Graphics: DirectX9 Direct
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